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Summary: 

 

This project aims to create kits of 3D models of molecules for schools, outreach activities and scientific 

events. These models are used to facilitate the understanding of viral structures, polymers and 

synthetic biology projects. The models include structures and also pieces to be assembled as 3D 

puzzles and will be a tool for teachers and researchers to teach about their subject in an interactive 

manner. 

The project has exceeded all the initial expectations. 3D printed models of viruses have been 

distributed among scientists and teachers from UK, Germany, Spain, Jordan and Kenya. In three 

months, the 3D printed models produced with this project have already reached people from three 

continents and the previsions are that it will continue expanding in the following months. We are 

receiving requests from scientists and teachers to produce more models that include, for example, 

viruses, proteins, nanoparticles, self-assembly models and bacteria. 

 

Report and outcomes: 

 

With this project we have managed to set up a 3D printer and we have started printing 3D models 

already available in databases. Furthermore, we have generated new 3D printing models of viruses 

and proteins using structures of interest from databases with 3D shapes of proteins and 

macromolecular complexes (PDB and EMDB). 

To generate the new 3D printing files we have used UCSF Chimera, Autodesk Netfabb Standard 2017, 

Cura and Prusa3D Slic3r. 

 

There is available online a really useful guide: “Eduardo’s Guide for 3D Printing Proteins” 

(http://www.munfred.com/proteins.html), that describes how to use Chimera to generate 3D 

printable molecular models 

To print the models we have used PLA (Polylactic acid) thermoplastic filament because it is a 

biodegradable and very strong material. It does not produce chemical odours during printing and 

http://www.munfred.com/proteins.html


there is a big range of colours available. So far, 3D printed models are made usually of a single colour. 

However, we plan to upgrade the printer in order to be able to print using four colours at the same 

time. This will open a whole range of opportunities in the design of new models since it will be possible 

to highlight specific parts of the models and distinguish different subunits that form the 

macromolecular complexes. 

The following image shows several 3D printed models of viruses. 

 

 

The opportunity for scientists and teachers to have these 3D models is unique as it offers an invaluable 

tool that is having a huge impact in education and communication. The 3D models can be used in high 

school, where students can learn about the different shapes, sizes, structures and functions of viruses. 

Furthermore, they can be used to relate biological concepts with mathematics as some viruses follow 

mathematical patterns. For university teachers, it offers the possibility to talk in more detail about the 

structure of the viruses and make them more accessible. In outreach events it gives the public the 

chance to see, for some of them as the first time, the structure of molecules that are usually invisible 

and unknown for them. Viruses and proteins are in the scale of angstroms (10-10 metres) or 

nanometres (10-9 metres), therefore they are usually inaccessible for the general public. For scientists 

it is also a great tool to share their research with other scientists in more detail and in a more accessible 

way. These 3D printed models have already been used in outreach events, scientific meetings and 

international conferences. 

The delivery of the 3D printer was delayed until April, therefore, the project has been developed 

mainly between April and June and just a fraction of the initial budget has been used. Furthermore, 

the process of getting familiar with the 3D printer and the programmes to generate the models have 

also taken quite a bit of time. Now that the 3D printer is stablished and that we have more knowledge 

in the use of the programmes, there is a possibility to increase the scope of the project. 

  



Public engagement activities where the 3D printed models have been used: 

Pint of Science Festival - Medicinal Viruses: From Foe To Friend (16th May 2017). Prof. George 

Lomonossoff and Roger Castells-Graells participated at the Pint of Science Festival in Norwich, with 

talks about viruses. The title of George’s talk was: “Just Eat Your Greens - A New Way of Vaccinating?”. 

The title of Roger’s talk was: “20,000 Leagues Under the Microscope: Viruses & Nanomachines” and 

the description: “Why is it important to understand the structure of viruses? How can viruses help us 

to build nanomachines? Can research and viruses fight diseases? Travel with us to the amazing 

nanoworld of viruses and discover how scientists are using them to build knowledge and new tools.”  

At the event, several models of 3D printed viruses were distributed around and the public loved having 

the opportunity to interact with them. It was a great experience and we received really positive 

feedback.  Furthermore, a contest was organized by the Pint of Science team, where the public had to 

build a virus model using stationery materials. The winner received a 3D printed model of a virus. 

Overall, the attendants enjoyed and valued the opportunity to be able to play with structures of 

viruses and it was shared in Twitter (see the following pictures).  

  

 

3D printed virus models in Pia High School (Terrassa, Spain): 

Roger presented some of the virus models in a high school with students aged 12 to 16 years old. The 

students enjoyed being able to handle and compare representations of real virus structures and were 

amazed that some of these structures were only discovered this year. When the school teacher was 

asked about how the use of educational 3D models in the classroom could benefit the learning process 

he answered that first of all it creates excitement and focuses the attention of the students. It is 

something completely new! It contributes to the understanding of three-dimensional models and 

gives the students a better sense of the reality of the object. Furthermore, it allows the students to 

calculate scale as it is possible to touch, measure and compare different models. 

 



Amgen Biotech Experience talks: Scientific Discovery for the Classroom (22-23 June 2017): 

Roger did two talks for school teachers in order to give them new concepts and ideas to share with 

their students. He highlighted what the Amgen Scholars programme is and he talked about his current 

research work in the lab of Prof. George Lomonossoff at JIC. The talks included reference to some of 

the techniques used in the lab that the teachers were learning during the sessions. Furthermore, Roger 

showed some of the paper and 3D printed models of viruses and explained how they can be used as 

an educational tool in schools. 

 

3D printed models distributed among scientists and teachers around the world: 

3D printed models of viruses have been distributed among scientists and teachers from UK, Germany, 

Spain, Jordan and Kenya. 

 

Map highlighting the countries where the Accessible 3D Molecular Models have arrived. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3D printed models build in collaboration with other scientists 

In collaboration with Sebastian Pfeilmeier, PhD student, we printed the protein domains of a 

cell surface-localized pattern recognition receptor (PRR) complex that recognizes pathogen-

associated molecular patterns (PAMPs). See the model in the following image. 

 

  



Video materials where the 3D printed models have been used: 

YouTube video - “Production of Virus-like particles in plants”:  

https://youtu.be/hEXkEuoA3UE  

In this video, Roger explains the process followed in the lab of Prof. George Lomonossoff to produce 

virus-like particles in plants. At the start of the presentation, he uses some 3D printed virus models in 

order to introduce the concept of virus. 

 

 

Blog post: 

My OpenPlant Experience: Outreach, Engagement and 3D printing: 

https://www.openplant.org/blog/2017/6/6/my-openplant-experience-outreach-

engagement-and-3d-printing 

 

Scientific events where the 3D printed models have been used: 

NRP Industrial Biotechnology Alliance meeting “Decoding and Recoding Biological Systems” (Earhlam 

Institute, Norwich, UK, 19 May 2017). Prof. George Lomonossoff presented some of the 3D printed 

models of viruses in his talk. 

American Society for Virology - 2017 Annual Meeting (University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA, June 

24-28). A picture of a 3D printed model of a geminivirus was presented by Dr. Keith Saunders (JIC). 

NanoBioMater 2017 International Conference (University of Stuttgart, Bad Herrenalb, Germany, 28-

30 June 2017). Roger presented a 3D printed model of NωV virus during his talk at the international 

conference. 

NanoBioMater 2017 Summer School & International Conference (University of Stuttgart, Bad 

Herrenalb, Germany, 27-30 June 2017). Roger presented several 3D printed models of viruses during 

his poster presentations at the summer school and international conference. 

https://youtu.be/hEXkEuoA3UE
https://www.openplant.org/blog/2017/6/6/my-openplant-experience-outreach-engagement-and-3d-printing
https://www.openplant.org/blog/2017/6/6/my-openplant-experience-outreach-engagement-and-3d-printing


SRUK/CERU V International Symposium (London, UK, 7th-9th July 2017). Symposium from the Society 

of Spanish Researchers in the United Kingdom. Roger gave a short talk and presented a poster where 

he used some 3D printed models of viruses. 

 

Awards that involved the use of 3D printed models: 

In June 2017, Roger received an UEA Engagement Student Award for outstanding contribution to 

Public & Community Engagement. Among the activities that Roger has developed and that have been 

considered for this award, there is the Accessible 3D Models of Molecules project. 

30th June 2017, Roger received the 5th prize for the scientific poster: "Studying dynamic virus-like 

particles for potential bionanotechnological applications" at the NanoBioMater 2017 Summer School 

& International Conference - University of Stuttgart. During the presentation of the poster, he used 

3D printed models of viruses in order to contribute to the explanations and focus on the structure of 

viruses. 

9th July 2017, Roger received the Best Talk award at the V International Symposium SRUK/CERU. 

During the presentation of the poster, he used a 3D printed models of NωV virus in order to contribute 

to the explanations. The award was decided by a panel of experts in science communication who 

judged the presentation. 

9th July 2017, Roger received the Best Poster award at the V International Symposium SRUK/CERU. 

During the presentation of the poster, he used 3D printed models of viruses in order to contribute to 

the explanations and focus on the structure of viruses. The poster was voted by the participants at the 

Symposium. 

 

Expenditure: 

 

1162 £ Original Prusa i3 MK2S (FDM 3D printer) + Multi Material upgrade kit 

388.23 £ 3D printer filament and accessories 

89.86 £ Magnets and glue for the self-assembly models 

21 £ Travel expenses 

Total spend: ≈1700£ 

 

  



Follow on Plans 

 

The follow on plans include the generation of more 3D printed virus models. Furthermore, 

we will try to create a robotic protein model and 3D bioprinting examples. We are going to 

participate in some more outreach activities and we will try to create a blog to explain the 

project and to make accessible the files to print the 3D models. 
 

Robotic protein model: 

Vanessa Bueno-Sancho is a first-year PhD student at the John Innes Centre and she is interested in 

studying a disease called yellow rust that affects wheat. This disease is caused by a fungus called 

Puccinia striiformis sp. tritici and it is a substantial threat to wheat production worldwide and has also 

emerged as a major constraint on UK agriculture.In order to tackle this problem, it is essential to 

understand how the pathogen infects the plant. There are several barriers that a plant pathogen must 

overcome to establish successful infection. First, the plant epidermis must be penetrated, there are 

also other physical or chemical barriers, then inducible host defence responses must be avoided and 

finally, detection by host receptors present either in the membrane or inside the cell. This fourth 

barrier is known as plant immunity and it starts after the pathogen has successfully penetrated the 

host cell. 

We would like to be able to explain how plants recognise pathogens in an interactive and visual way 

for children to understand how this process occurs. In order to do that, we want to build a robotic 

arm, assembling 3D-printed pieces and using a Raspberry pi with two joysticks to control it. The robotic 

arm would represent the part of the plant (NB-NLR or NB-LLR) that can recognise different proteins 

from the pathogen (called effectors). The effectors would be represented as small 3D printed pieces 

as well.  

 

 

MeArm Pi as an example of a robot arm. Source: Kickstarter 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/mime/mearm-pi-build-your-own-raspberry-pi-powered-robot 

 

Actions of the robotic protein model: 

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/mime/mearm-pi-build-your-own-raspberry-pi-powered-robot


- If a plant is able to recognise an effector, it will trigger an immune response and the infection will 

be stopped by effector-triggered immunity (ETI). In our demonstration, the robotic arm will be able 

to grab one of the small pieces (for example, using magnets).  

- If a plant cannot recognise an effector (this could be represented using magnets that have the same 

pole and thus repel each other or using pieces that cannot be grabbed by the robotic arm), then the 

pathogen will succeed and infect the plant.  

 

Besides, scientist at the John Innes Centre are also trying to “manipulate” the part of the plant that 

recognises the effector to help the host be able to identify these proteins and thus stop the infection. 

Using the robotic arm, we could represent this process by adding a magnet in the robotic arm and also 

in all the “effectors”, thus increasing the probability of recognition and stopping the infection. 

 

3D bioprinting: 

Elisabeth Gill is studying for a PhD in tissue engineering at the Engineering department at University 

of Cambridge. Her research is developing a multi-process 3D bioprinting protocol to biomimic native 

extracellular matrices of soft tissues for in vitro disease modelling using the design philosophy of 

organ-on-chip and stem cell niche. The motivation behind this work is to harness the competences of 

3D Bioprinting and high resolution biomaterial patterning to develop a cell culturing tool to scrutinise 

the microenvirontal cues which trigger the progression of diseases, such as cancer, and be translatable 

into a high-throughput drug screening platform.  

Her model for this outreach project aims to demonstrate in a simplistic way how the design of a 

biomimetic scaffold can influence the behaviour, survival and in some cases fate of the cells cultured 

upon them. This introduces some of the basis of tissue engineering but through being highly 

multidisciplinary can also be related to many STEM subjects. It could also be used to prompt discussion 

of other active areas of research such as stem cell technology, material science and the emerging 

multi-disciplinary field of mechanobiology which is concerned with how biology responds external 

forces and physical cues. 

These models can be used to illustrate how different patterned surfaces can be used to direct cell 

growth. On a flat surface, most cell types will adopt a random shape and move in a more unpredictable 

fashion. On the surface with ridges, cells may align themselves on the ridges and preferentially move 

along them. Whereas on the grid surface cells may stretch elongate in both directions of the lines and 

get trapped at the intersections. 

The following images show a surface with ridges and a grid surface. 



 

 

 

  

 

 

Future expenditure: 

1500 £: Portable 3D printer kit for outreach and scientific events 

1650 £:  Consumables 

- 3D printer filament, accessories, repairs for 3D printer and material for events/workshops 

(≈1000 £) 

- Magnets, glue and packaging for the self-assembly models and 3D models kits (≈400 £) 

- 3D printed robotic arm (≈250 £) 

150 £: Travel expenses 

Total future expenses: 3300£ 

 



Future scientific events where the 3D printed virus models will be used: 

OpenPlant Forum 2017 (Downing College, Cambridge, UK, 24th-26th July 2017).  

XLAB alumni symposium (XLAB, Göttingen, Germany, 19th-21st August 2017). Since summer 2003 XLAB 

organizes International Science Camps. The camp is addressed to interested high school students, 

undergraduate college and university students. XLAB organizes an Alumni event and Roger is going to 

give two talks where he is going to use some 3D printed models of viruses. 

 

 


